
DAIRY FARMING BUSINESS PLAN INDIA

Labour cost involved in traditional Indian Dairy farm where most of the . Any business needs a solid business Plan in
order to be successful.

With regard to the floor, you may pave it with bricks. You can also go with highly productive foreign breeds
like Holstein Friesian, Brown Swiss, Jersey etc. If you have comprehended all the things mentioned above and
have the courage to take the next step forward, then work out the budget and infrastructure housing for
animals, feeding, number of animals to be maintained, medical check up, etc. All those breeds are suitable for
farming in the Indian weather. However, their thick skins make these animals long for cool waters. Land â€”
You must have some cultivated land for growing green fodder crops for your cattle in the farm. Keep the
following tips in mind while constructing doors, alleys, manger and manure gutter. The green food that grows
alongside your crop is valuable too. Consult a veterinarian for advice on timely vaccinations, care of pregnant
cows, mating and insemination, management of newborn calves, etc. If you have not a good practice of
milking, then sometimes there are some chances of lowering the milk production capacity of any types of
dairy breeds, which causes low milk production and less income from milk. Every cow and every buffalo will
have to consume at least five litres of water, in order to produce a litre of milk. Every door should be able to
flatten itself against the external wall. Whenever possible, combine regular food with green food, especially if
you wish to reduce expenses on feed and obtain uncontaminated milk. At the outset, it is one of those rare
businesses, which is active all round the year. Try to keep the animals free from all types of cattle diseases.
One individual can take care of 10 milch animals, 20 young stock or 20 dry animals. Ensure that there is a
water trough with a width of ten inches, all along the manger. If your cows face in, the central walk must
measure 5 feet in width. You can go for manual breeding with the help of male cattle, but nowadays, there is
less availability of male cattle easily. You can always start small. How much investment is required for dairy
farming business? Dairy product has huge demand throughout the India. The selected location should be
elevated to prevent from any water stagnation around the shed and it also provides well ventilation sunlight
and air. Animal Breeds There is no dearth of cattle in our country. Water â€” Clean and abundant water
facility is required for both cattle and to grow the green fodder. You are not necessarily start a dairy farm in
commercial scale; you can start on small scale business and expand it to large scale once you are aware of ins
and outs of dairy farming. You will not have to spend too much on construction of buildings. They are to be
used for storing implements, storing milk, maintaining an office, etc. Allow mangers, platforms and gutters
within the shed to soak in direct sunlight.


